Message From Boriska, The Boy From Mars

Boriska Kipriyanovich, a boy from Russia, who claimed to be from Mars in his past lives, told
people many things before he was 10 years old.

His mother says that “Sometimes he sits cross-legged, talking about things that do not make
sense.”

Here are some quotes from Boriska on a blog

......

China as the world's most populous country has a level of belief in God of only 1% of the total
population. There is no other country that has such a number of 'unbelievers'.

Even Boriska also denied that ‘supervisor soul‘ referred to Jesus Christ.
In 2010, prior to the famous “Doomsday 2012 forecast, ‘Boriska told the outside world that in 2
011 there will be many major disasters on Earth,
and that nearly one million Chinese citizens will be killed.
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The Russian/English translation on the blog says“It is the purification of the kingdom of God on
earth inhabited by humans, because if it was not until the crucial moment, you will not be
conscious humans, violence and war will always exist on this earth. Only when you have to
understand life or pentingannya power of love, the new you can experience everything we have
is very meaningful. “
He also warned the crowd: “Judgment is inevitable, but not in 2012, this will happen on a day
when the ‘supervisor’ soul Majesty who was born in China back to the kingdom of heaven, … …
If it was not until the last disaster, not until the last day of Judgement, some of you may never
understand the importance of peace and love, and the mission of us who have lived on this
planet.
But the policy, kindness and people who explore knowledge will get the answer. Remember,
from the bottom of our hearts to find the answer. Instead, they would likely be disappointed. “

......

Some introduction about Boriska on youtube:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4P0V96BAss
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